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ABSTRACT Anew method is presented to quan-
titatively estimate and graphically display the pro-
pensity of nonpolar groups to bind at the surface of
proteins. It is based on the calculation of the bind-
ing energy, i.e., van der Waals interaction plus pro-
tein electrostatic desolvation, of a nonpolar probe
sphere rolled over the protein surface, and on the
color coding of this quantity on a smooth molecular
surface (hydrophobicity map). The method is vali-
dated on ten protein–ligand complexes and is shown
to distinguish precisely where polar and nonpolar
groups preferentially bind. Comparisons with exist-
ing approaches, like the display of the electrostatic
potential or the curvature, illustrate the advantages
and the better predictive power of the present
method. Hydrophobicity maps will play an impor-
tant role in the characterization of binding sites for
the large number of proteins emerging from the
genome projects and structure modeling ap-
proaches. Proteins 1999;37:565–575.
r 1999 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The accurate prediction of the binding modes of nonpo-
lar molecules to proteins in a polar solvent is useful for
ligand design and docking,1 and to understand molecular
recognition.2 Hydrophobicity literally indicates the reluc-
tance of nonpolar compounds to dissolve in water. Conse-
quently, the hydrophobicity of (part of ) the surface of a
molecule is considered as the propensity to bind nonpolar
groups. Accordingly, ‘‘hydrophobic association’’ indicates
the binding of nonpolar groups to an hydrophobic part of
the surface. Inversely, the regions where the association of
nonpolar compounds is less favorable are termed hydro-
philic. Previous studies2–5 have suggested that hydropho-
bicity is a determinant factor in the association of ligands
to proteins (here referred to as receptors). The electrostatic
desolvation of the receptor as well as the nonelectrostatic
terms (i.e., dispersion forces and perturbation of water
structure at the binding interface) contribute to direct the
association of a nonpolar compound at the surface of a
receptor. Ligand–receptor electrostatic intermolecular in-
teractions do not play a significant role in the case of a
nonpolar ligand.

Different quantities are often used to predict the hydro-
phobicity at the surface of a receptor. One approach is
based on the evaluation of the local receptor surface
curvature.6 The curvature models the nonelectrostatic
contributions to association. The more concave is a part of
the receptor surface, the more favorable are these contribu-
tions to ligand binding. Receptor electrostatic desolvation
is not accounted for. As a consequence, the curvature does
not distinguish between pockets lined by charged and
uncharged groups, the former ones being less prone to bind
nonpolar groups. A second approach makes use of the
electrostatic potential around the receptor in solution
calculated via a finite-difference solution of the Poisson
equation.7–10 The hydrophobic zones can then be identified
as those parts of the surface where the potential is close to
zero (provided that the potential has been set to zero at
infinite distance). Alternatively, the electrostatic potential
can be used in combination with the surface curvature to
distinguish between polar and nonpolar concave zones.
This distinction is often only qualitative because in gen-
eral it is not clear how to weight the contribution of the
potential with the one of the curvature. Moreover, the
electrostatic potential describes the magnitude of the
electrostatic intermolecular energy between the receptor
and a hypothetic ligand, but not the receptor electrostatic
desolvation. The latter acts on a much shorter range, as
shown below at the end of Binding Energy of the Nonpolar
Probe Sphere. Hence, while the electrostatic potential is
very valuable in distinguishing between binding modes of
different charged and polar compounds to the receptor, it is
not always useful in discriminating between zones which
favor the binding of nonpolar or polar compounds.

A new method (here termed hydrophobicity map) to
calculate and visualize the hydrophobicity at the surface of
a protein is presented in this paper. The first step consists
of the evaluation of the binding energy of a nonpolar probe
sphere to the receptor. The binding energy includes both
the electrostatic and the nonelectrostatic contributions to
the association of a nonpolar compound at the surface of a
receptor. A continuum approach is used for the electro-
static component, whereas the van der Waals interaction
describes the nonpolar contribution. In a second step, the
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binding energy is displayed by color-rendering on the
surface of the receptor. This yields a precise visualization
of the surface hydrophobicity as well as a clear distinction
between hydrophobic and hydrophilic zones in close prox-
imity. At present, the binding energy of the nonpolar probe
sphere is used also in the docking program SEED11 to
direct the docking of nonpolar molecular fragments (e.g.,
propane, benzene, cyclohexane).

THEORY AND METHODS
Binding Energy of the Nonpolar Probe Sphere

The center of a sphere rolling over the van der Waals
(vdW) surface of a molecule spans the solvent accessible
surface (SAS).12 In the present approach, a number of
points are distributed uniformly on the SAS of the receptor
with a given surface density (input value) to describe in a
discrete manner the different positions of the center of the
probe sphere. The binding energy of the probe sphere to
the receptor (DE) is assumed to consist of two terms, the
vdW interaction energy (EvdW) and the electrostatic desol-
vation of the receptor (DEdesolv):

DE 5 EvdW 1 DEdesolv (1)

vdW parameters and partial charges from the all-hydro-
gen MSI CHARMm22 parameter set13,14 were used in all
test cases.

The evaluation of DE for about 55,000 positions of the
probe sphere on the thrombin surface (see Results) re-
quires about 35 s on an SGI workstation (processor
R10000, clock frequency 195 MHz). No particular atten-
tion was given to the efficiency of the program up to date,
and a reduction of the computation time will be addressed
in the future without major losses in accuracy.

Van der Waals interaction energy

The nonelectrostatic contributions to binding are a fine
balance between the solute–solute vdW interactions (favor-
able to binding), the solute–solvent vdW interactions
(unfavorable) and the disruption of water structure that is
an entropic effect at room temperature6 (favorable). A
number of approaches have been proposed to describe
these contributions.6,15–19

Interestingly, models resulting from different assump-
tions (e.g., nonelectrostatic contributions represented by
solute–solute vdW interactions or by a buried surface
curvature-dependent model) can lead to the same predic-
tions,18 partly depending on the model parameterization.
In the case of thrombin, the values of the molecular surface
curvature calculated according to Nicholls et al.6 correlate
with the vdW interaction energy of a probe sphere rolled
over the same surface (correlation coefficient of 0.85, data
not shown). Here it is assumed that solute–solvent vdW
interactions and disruption of water structure compensate
each other, (see Caflisch et al.19 and Fig. 6 of Vorobyev et
al.20), and that solute–solute vdW interactions can account
for the nonelectrostatic part of the binding energy. There-
fore, the vdW energy between the probe sphere and the
receptor atoms (EvdW) is assumed to account for all the

nonelectrostatic contributions to the association of the
probe sphere to the receptor. It is calculated as:

EvdW 5 o
i[receptor

Î«i«probe

· 51Ri 1 Rprobe
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2
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ri
2
6
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where ri is the distance between the receptor atom i and
the probe sphere. «i and Ri are the vdW energy minimum
and radius of atom i. The probe sphere vdW radius (Rprobe)
and energy minimum (eprobe) are input values. In the
calculations presented in Results, they have been set to
1.4 Å and 0.008 kcal/mol, respectively. Since the probe
sphere is rolled over the receptor vdW surface, it does not
clash with it and is always at optimal vdW distance from at
least one receptor atom.

Electrostatic desolvation energy

The electrostatic desolvation of the receptor accounts for
the loss of receptor–solvent favorable electrostatic interac-
tions due to the removal of part of the highly polarizable
solvent to accommodate a nonpolarizable probe sphere.
This contribution always disfavors association and can be
calculated within the assumption of continuum electrostat-
ics.7,21–27 The system is partitioned into solvent and solute
regions, and two different dielectric constants are assigned
to each region. The electrostatic energy E of the receptor in
solution can be expressed in terms of the electric displace-
ment vector DW (xW) and of a location dependent dielectric
constant e(xW) as an integral over the three-dimensional
space R3 : 28

E 5
1

8p
e

R3

DW 2(xW)

e(xW)
d3x (3)

Since DW (xW) is additive, for point charges it can be rewritten
as a sum over all charges i of the receptor:

DW (xW) 5 o
i

DW i(xW) (4)

For what concerns the electrostatics, docking an un-
charged sphere at the surface of the receptor has the only
effect of modifying the dielectric properties in the space
occupied by the sphere. Over this volume, the dielectric
constant changes from the solvent value (ew) to the interior
value (ep). In the limit in which DW (xW) does not change
significantly upon docking of the sphere, the variation of
the electrostatic energy of the receptor (i.e., the desolva-
tion) can be written according to Eq. (3) as an integral over
the volume occupied by the probe sphere (Vprobe):

DEdesolv 5
t

8p
e

Vprobe
DW 2(xW) d3x (5)
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where t 5 1/ep 2 1/ew. In the Results the radius of the probe
sphere was assumed to be equal to its vdW radius (1.4 Å)
augmented by 0.3 Å to include small voids between the
probe and receptor surfaces. A three-dimensional (3D) grid
is built around the receptor, and Eq. (5) becomes

DEdesolv 5
t

8p o
k[Vprobe

DW 2(xWk)DVk (6)

where the index k runs over the grid points occupied by the
probe sphere. The electric displacement of every charge of
the receptor can be approximated by the Coulomb
field24,26,29:

DW (xW) 5 o
i

qi

(xW 2 xWi)

0xW 2 xWi 0
3

(7)

where xWi is the position of atom i and qi its partial charge.
Equation (7) is an analytical approximation of the total
electric displacement and fulfills the condition of validity
of Eq. (5) and (6), i.e., DW (xW) is independent of the dielectric
environment. The receptor desolvation in the Coulomb
field approximation results from Eq. (7) together with Eq.
(6):

DEdesolv 5
t

8p o
k[Vprobe

1o
i

qi

(xWk 2 xWi)

0xWk 2 xWi 0
32

2

DVk (8)

The accuracy of this approximation was tested by compari-
son with finite difference solutions of the Poisson equation
for a set of small molecules (including acetate ion, benzo-
ate ion, methylsulfonate ion, methylammonium ion, meth-
ylguanidinium ion, 2,5-diketopiperazine, and benzene)
distributed over the binding site of thrombin for a total of
1,025 receptor–ligand complexes (Fig. 1).11 The agreement
between Eq. (8) and the solution of the Poisson equation is
remarkable (correlation coefficient 0.93, slope of the fitting
line 0.78). All these calculations, as well as the ones of the
Results were performed with an interior dielectric of 4,
solvent dielectric of 78.5, and grid spacing of 0.5 Å.

The desolvation of a charged ion by a small nonpolar
sphere at a distance r from the ion varies approximately as
1/r4 [Eq. (8)]. This is a very short range effect if compared
with the electrostatic potential generated by the same ion
that varies as 1/r. For this reason the potential alone
cannot properly describe electrostatic desolvation.

Displaying the Hydrophobicity on the
Receptor Surface

The hydrophobicity is color-displayed over the molecular
surface (MS),30 which is the contact 1 reentrant surface
spanned by the probe sphere rolling over the receptor. The
MS is preferred to the SAS because it gives a more precise
description of the small details at the surface of the
receptor. A smooth MS covering the receptor is generated
via the molecular graphics package GRASP6 as an en-
semble of triangles. The hydrophobicity at each vertex can
be calculated as the value of the binding energy of the

probe sphere in the closest position to the vertex. This
value is then visually displayed with the help of colors
ranging from green (hydrophobic) through white (interme-
diate) to blue (hydrophilic). The displayed binding ener-
gies are restricted in the range from 20.20 to 0.36 kcal/mol
in order to provide a sufficient and clear color contrast.
This implies that all the values lower than 20.20 are
colored dark green, and all the values higher than 0.36
dark blue. In the case of thrombin the lowest and the
highest binding energies are 20.55 and 3.44 kcal/mol,
respectively.

RESULTS

Ten complexes are analyzed with the help of the hydro-
phobicity maps to test their ability in predicting hydropho-
bic association. Comparisons are made with existing meth-
ods based on the electrostatic potential and on the surface
curvature. The fraction of the most hydrophobic points on
the surface of the receptor that is buried is shown in Table
I. All the pictures were generated with GRASP.6

Thrombin-NAPAP

Thrombin is one of the best characterized enzymes from
a structural point of view. It binds a series of diverse
inhibitors without major rearrangements of its conforma-
tion.31–35 The active site presents hydrophobic and hydro-
philic parts relatively close in space. Its S3 and S2
precleavage subpockets have hydrophobic character,
whereas at the bottom of the S1 or recognition pocket the
carboxyl group of Asp189 is a salt bridge partner for basic
side chains. Na-((2-naphthylsulfinyl)glycyl)-DL-p-amidino-
phenylalanylpiperidine (NAPAP) is an archetypal active

Fig. 1. Correlations in the thrombin desolvation energies calculated by
finite difference solution of the Poisson equation (x-axis) and Eq. (8)
(y-axis). Values are plotted for 1,025 complexes of thrombin with small
molecules. An interior dielectric of 4, solvent dielectric of 78.5, and grid
size of 0.5 Å were used. The finite difference calculations were performed
with the program UHBD.59–61
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site inhibitor of thrombin. It fills the S3 and S2 pockets
with its naphthalene and piperidine groups, respectively
(Fig. 2a). Moreover it is anchored by its basic group
(benzamidine) into S1 to form a salt bridge with Asp189.36

Figure 2a shows the hydrophobicity map of the non-
prime region of the thrombin active site (PDB code 1ets).
NAPAP and Asp189 are also shown. S3 and part of S2 are
identified as hydrophobic, while S1 shows an hydrophilic
character. The naphthalene and piperidine groups of
NAPAP are in contact with hydrophobic zones and bury 13
of the 100 most hydrophobic points (over a total of about
55,000) on the SAS of thrombin (Table I). The polar groups
of NAPAP bind to hydrophilic zones. The energy loss of
removing water from the hydrophilic zones is compensated
upon binding by favorable electrostatic ligand–receptor
interactions. S1, despite being a narrow concave cavity, is
identified as hydrophilic, since electrostatic desolvation of
Asp189 dominates over the favorable vdW interactions
between the probe sphere and the surrounding thrombin
atoms. The curvature mapped on the MS (Fig. 2b) does not
take into account thrombin electrostatic desolvation and
suggests that the bottom of the S1 pocket is the most
hydrophobic region, in contrast with the actual binding
mode of NAPAP.

Farnesyltransferase-farnesylpyrophosphate

Farnesyltransferase (FTase) catalyzes the transfer of
the hydrophobic farnesyl group from farnesylpyrophos-
phate (FPP) to protein substrates with a carboxy-terminal
CaaX sequence motif, where C is the cysteine at which the
hydrophobic farnesyl group is transferred, ‘‘a’’ is an ali-
phatic amino acid, and X is generally a methionine. FTase
is a target for the development of new anticancer thera-

pies. It was shown that inhibition of FTase causes tumor
regression in animal models.37–39

The complex FTase-FPP (PDB code 1ft2)40 is shown in
Figure 3A, B, and C with color coding of FTase by the
hydrophobicity map, the curvature, and the electrostatic
potential, respectively. Only the hydrophobicity map sug-
gests clearly that the hydrophobic moiety of FPP binds in
the lower part of the pocket, and the diphosphate moiety of
FPP in the upper part. The hydrophobic moiety of FPP
buries 51 of the 1,000 most hydrophobic points (over a total
of about 105,000) on the SAS of FTase, while it does not
bury any of the 100 most hydrophobic points (Table I).
These numbers, relatively low if compared with the ones
originating from the other complexes, are probably due to
the fact that FPP binds FTase together with the hydropho-
bic CaaX sequence of the protein substrate which may
occupy the hydrophobic regions at the bottom of Figure 3A.
In Figure 3B the highly positive potential resulting from a
zinc ion and from charged residues surrounding the diphos-
phate moiety of FPP tends to identify the whole pocket as
favorable to bind negatively charged groups. From a
comparison between Figure 3A and C, it is evident that the
electrostatic potential has a longer range than the electro-
static desolvation, as mentioned at the end of Binding
Energy of the Nonpolar Probe Sphere. The curvature does
not distinguish the lower part of the binding pocket from
the upper one (Fig. 3B), where electrostatic desolvation is
dominant. Also, a combined analysis of the potential and
the curvature would not easily allow a distinction between
the hydrophobic and the hydrophilic parts of the FTase
binding site.

MDM2-p53

The MDM2 oncoprotein is a cellular inhibitor of the p53
tumor suppressor. It can bind the transactivation domain
of p53 and downregulate its ability to activate transcrip-
tion.41 Figure 4 shows the 109-residue amino-terminal
domain of MDM2 bound to a 15-residue transactivation
domain peptide of p53 (PDB code 1ycq).42 The p53 peptide
binds as an amphipathic a-helix by burying its nonpolar
side chains in a deep hydrophobic cleft of MDM2.

The MS of MDM2 colored according to the hydrophobic-
ity allows to easily identify the actual binding site as the
most probable region where the hydrophobic face of the
amphipathic a-helix can bind. It is remarkable that 69 of
the 100 most hydrophobic points (over a total of about
21,000) on the SAS of MDM2 are buried by the Phe19,
Trp23, and Leu26 side chains of p53 (Table I).

HoxB1-Pbx1 Heterodimer Bound to DNA

Hox homeodomain proteins regulate the development in
a variety of organisms in that they specify patterning of
the embryo.43,44 Most of the vertebrate Hox proteins bind
DNA as heterodimers with the Pbx1 homeodomain pro-
tein. The crystal structure of a human HoxB1-Pbx1 het-
erodimer bound to DNA (PDB code 1b72)45 is analyzed.
HoxB1 and Pbx1 bind to overlapping binding sites located
on opposite faces of the DNA. An hexapeptide of HoxB1
(Thr-Phe-Asp-Trp-Met-Lys) mediates the heterodimeric

TABLE I. Hydrophobic Regions Buried at the
Binding Interface

Complex
(PDB code) N100

a N1000
b NSAS

c

Thrombin 4 NAPAP (1ets) 13 118 54938
FTase 4 FPP (1ft2) 0 51 105357
MDM2 4 p53 (1ycq) 69 353 21129
Pbx1 4 HoxB1 (1b72) 30 219 20475
Pbx1 4 DNA (1b72) 33 171 20475
p11 4 annexin II N-terminal

peptide (1bt6) 7 277 41688
Leucine zipper (2zta) 74 536 13179
DB3 antibody

Fv 4 progesterone (1dbb) 34 282 41313
M02/05/01 antibody

Fab 4 traseolide 23 216 74502
Kallikrein 4 hirustasin

(1hia) 25 202 39251
HIV1 protease 4 acetyl-pep-

statin (5hvp) 40 279 36993
aN100 indicates how many of the 100 most hydrophobic points on the
SAS of the receptor are buried at the binding interface.
bN1000 indicates how many of the 1,000 most hydrophobic points on the
SAS of the receptor are buried at the binding interface.
cTotal number of points on the SAS of the receptor.
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Fig. 2. Thrombin–NAPAP complex. The transpar-
ent MS of the thrombin active site is displayed together
with the side chain of Asp189 and NAPAP in a cylinder
model. a: The MS is colored according to the hydropho-
bicity map. The colored bar on the top indicates the
binding energy of the probe sphere in kcal/mol. b: The
MS is colored according to the curvature as described
by Nicholls et al.6 The default range of colors gray–
white–green has been exchanged with green–white–
blue. The colored bar on the top indicates the value of
the curvature in arbitrary units. A value of 100 would
imply that the surface point is completely accessible
(limiting case), while a value of 2100 would imply that
the probe sphere used to evaluate the curvature is
completely buried (e.g., in a cavity).
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contacts. It binds in a pocket of Pbx1 via hydrophobic
contacts involving the side chains of Phe, Trp, and Met.

Figure 5a shows the contact between Pbx1 and the
HoxB1 hexapeptide. The surface of Pbx1 is colored accord-
ing to the hydrophobicity map. The coloring allows to
identify correctly the actual binding site as a markedly
hydrophobic pocket. The hexapeptide side chains Phe, Trp,
and Met bury 30 of the 100 most hydrophobic points (over a
total of about 20,000) on the SAS of Pbx1 (Table I). An
additional hydrophobic region on the surface of Pbx1 is
visible on the bottom right of Figure 5A. It is probably
involved in the association of a Pro and Ala side chains
that precede the hexapeptide sequence.45

Fig. 3. FTase–FPP complex. A: Same as in Figure 2A. B: Same as in
Figure 2B. C: The MS of FTase is colored according to the electrostatic
potential obtained by finite-difference solution of the Poisson equation
(calculation made with GRASP6 with an interior dielectric of 4 and a
solvent dielectric of 78.5). The colored bar on the top indicates the value of
the electrostatic potential generated by the partial charges of the FTase
atoms in units of kBT where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature. Potential values are restricted in the range from 220 kBT to
20 kBT.

Fig. 4. Same as in Figure 2A for the MDM2–p53 complex. The
backbone of the p53 peptide is shown as a magenta ribbon.
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Figure 5B shows the contact surface of Pbx1 with the
DNA. Most of the contacts are made by hydrophilic
regions. The only exception is a small hydrophobic region
of the Pbx1 surface which is involved in a contact with a
deoxyribose belonging to the DNA. This ring buries 33
of the 100 most hydrophobic points on the SAS of Pbx1
(Table I).

p11-Annexin II N-Terminal Peptide

The p11 protein, known also as calpactin I light chain, is
a member of the S100 family. The S100 proteins, apart
from p11, bind calcium with different binding affinities.46

Specific mutations prevent p11 from calcium binding.47 In
vivo p11 forms a complex with annexin II,48 which can bind
negatively charged phospholipids in a calcium-dependent
manner.49 The functions of annexins have been proposed to
consist of membrane traffic, membrane-cytoskeleton con-
tacts and ion current across membranes.49 p11 binding to
annexin II results in the formation of an (annexin II)2(p11)2

heterotetramer, and annexin phospholipid binding is in-
creased by p11 association.50 The structural reason for this
behavior has not been clarified. Both the structure of p11
uncomplexed (PDB code 1a4p) and in complex with an-
nexin II (tetrameric form) (1bt6) have been solved.51 The
N-terminal decapeptide of each annexin II unit binds to
the p11 dimer in an amphipathic a-helical conformation,
which occupies an hydrophobic cleft formed by two anti-
parallel helices from two different p11 units.

Figure 6A shows one of the two (symmetric) contacts
between the p11 homodimer and the annexin II N-terminal
decapeptide. The binding site has an hydrophobic charac-
ter that favors the burying of the Val, Ile, and Leu side
chains on the hydrophobic face of the annexin II helical
peptide. As shown in Table I, the fraction of the 100 most
hydrophobic points on the SAS of p11 that is buried by
annexin II is relatively low, while the fraction of the 1,000
most hydrophobic points is comparable to similar com-
plexes. This indicates that the association is hydrophobic
but, probably for structural reasons, the intermolecular
contacts do not involve the most hydrophobic region of the
p11 dimer. A large part of the 100 most hydrophobic points
is grouped in two clusters far away from the annexin II
binding site. One of the two clusters is located between the
two C-terminal anti-parallel a-helices of p11 (Fig. 6b) and
contains 31 hydrophobic points, while the second cluster is
between the two N-terminal anti-parallel a-helices and
contains 38 hydrophobic points. The cleft between the
C-terminal a-helices is formed by the side chains of Phe72,
Ala76, and Ile80 from both p11 chains and can accommo-
date a large hydrophobic compound (Fig. 6b). This could
explain the observed increase in phospholipid binding
affinity of the (annexin II)2(p11)2 tetramer with respect to
annexin II alone.50

Other Complexes

Hydrophobicity maps were calculated and displayed
also for the following complexes: leucine zipper (PDB code
2zta),52,53 progesterone and DB3 antibody Fv (1dbb),54

traseolide and M02/05/01 antibody Fab,55 hirustasin and

kallikrein (1hia),56 acetyl-pepstatin and HIV1 protease
(5hvp).57 In all cases, the regions where the nonpolar parts
of the ligands bind are correctly predicted by the hydropho-
bicity maps. The largest fraction of the most hydrophobic
points buried is found for the leucine zipper (Table I). This
is due to the relatively large contact surface between the
two amphipathic a-helices which interact exclusively by
hydrophobic contacts. In this case, the curvature analysis6

does not discriminate between the hydrophilic and hydro-
phobic face of the two zipper helices. For the two antibody–
antigen complexes, considering the small dimensions of
the antigens (23 heavy atoms in both cases), the fraction of
buried hydrophobic points is remarkably high. Since the
remaining hydrophobic points are not clustered in any
particular region of the antibody, the identification of the
binding site is immediate, given the hydrophobic character
of the antigens. For the hirustasin–kallikrein and acetyl-
pepstatin–HIV1 protease complexes, where the ligands
interact with the receptors via both polar and nonpolar
contacts, the hydrophobicity map, unlike the curvature
and the potential, distinguish clearly between regions
prone to form polar and nonpolar contacts. The values in
Table I suggest that hydrophobic contacts are determinant
for all the ten complexes examined.

CONCLUSIONS

A new method was presented to evaluate the hydropho-
bicity at the surface of a protein, which is considered as the
local propensity to form complexes with nonpolar mol-
ecules. It is based on the estimation of the binding energy
between a nonpolar probe sphere and the protein itself.
This includes the main contributions directing the associa-
tion of a nonpolar compound to a receptor, i.e., electrostatic
desolvation and vdW interactions. The evaluation of the
binding energy is accurate (within the continuum approxi-
mation of electrostatics) without requiring long computa-
tion times. Hydrophobicity maps, i.e., the color rendering
of the binding energy on a smooth MS covering the protein,
allow a clear and intuitive visualization of the regions
where nonpolar moieties of the ligand preferably bind.

The ability of the hydrophobicity maps to help in the
prediction of binding modes of nonpolar groups was tested
extensively for a set of nonpolar fragments and thrombin11

and was validated in this paper for ten different protein–
ligand complexes. In five of these complexes, the ligand is a
natural peptide or protein, while in the other five it is an
organic compound with hydrophobic moieties. The throm-
bin–NAPAP, FTase–FPP, MDM2–p53, HoxB1-Pbx1–DNA,
and p11–annexin II complexes were discussed in detail. In
all cases, the hydrophobicity maps are in agreement with
the association of nonpolar groups to the receptor. The
present approach allows easily to discriminate between
hydrophobic and hydrophilic surface regions that are close
in space. For the thrombin–NAPAP and FTase–FPP com-
plexes, it was shown that existing approaches based on the
analysis of the surface curvature and/or the electrostatic
potential are not as valuable in distinguishing regions
where nonpolar and polar groups can bind.
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Fig. 5. HoxB1-Pbx1–DNA complex. a: Same as in
Figure 2A for the HoxB1 hexapeptide–Pbx1 interface.
b: Same as in Figure 2A for the DNA–Pbx1 interface.
Only the contact surface between Pbx1 and the DNA
is displayed. The arrow on the bottom left indicates the
deoxyribose which buries an hydrophobic region of
Pbx1.
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Fig. 6. (Annexin II)2(p11)2 heterotetramer. a: Same
as in Figure 2A for the binding site of one of the two
annexin II N-terminal peptides. The backbone atoms
of annexin II are shown as a magenta ribbon. A lysine
side-chain of annexin II pointing toward the solvent
has been undisplayed to enhance clarity. b: Same as
in (A) for the hydrophobic cleft between the two
C-terminal anti-parallel a-helices of the p11 dimer.
The 100 most hydrophobic points on the SAS of the
p11 dimer are shown in red. Annexin II side-chain
atoms are not displayed.
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The role of hydrophobicity in protein–ligand complexes
has been investigated. The fraction of the most hydropho-
bic receptor regions that are buried at the binding inter-
face is in general particularly high (Table I), suggest-
ing that hydrophobic association is often determinant in
protein–ligand binding. This confirms previous findings.1,5

The efficient approach illustrated in this article will be
useful for the characterization of binding sites for the 3D
structures58 of the large amount of sequences that are
emerging from the many genome projects. The location of a
binding or association site can be predicted from the
clusters of most hydrophobic points on the surface, and the
size of the ligand could be estimated from the area and/or
the volume of the binding site cleft.
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NOTE ADDED IN PROOFS

A recent crystal structure of FTase complexed with a
CaaX peptide and a farnesyl diphosphate analogue62 con-
firms our prediction of the hydrophobicity maps of FTase.
In the crystal structure, the hydrophobic regions at the
bottom of Figure 3A are occupied by the Ile and Met side-
chains of the Cys-Val-Ile-Met substrate.
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